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The study of international relations is primarily the study of conflict. Most scholarship on diplomatic affairs 

thus tends to focus on the breakdown of diplomacy, the outbreak of conflict. Rather less effort is devoted 

to the study of peacemaking, or the attempts to prevent conflict in the first place. One of the few current 

scholars who has worked against this trend and has been especially interested in peacemaking is Jost 

Dülffer, who spent more than three decades at the University of Cologne before entering retirement in 

2008, and has produced important book-length studies of the Hague Peace conferences, arms control, 

and de-escalation, as well as significant works on the German Navy and on National Socialism. The book 

under consideration here presents some of his most recent essays on diplomacy, peacemaking, and the 

remembrance of conflict, on topics ranging from the nature of »European Zeitgeschichte« and the 

»Democratic Peace« theory to the significance of the Versailles Treaty and the nature of the international 

system and chances for peace during the Cold War.

This is actually the second of a pair of volumes collected by a group of Dülffer’s former students. It offers 

an intriguing twist on the traditional academic Festschrift. Although the volume contains, as Festschriften 

usually do, appendices offering a complete listing of Dülffer’s publications and of the doctoral theses he 

has supervised, instead of gathering colleagues and students to pay tribute to their mentor with original 

essays, the two volumes collect works by Dülffer himself, published in a variety of journals, books, and 

museum catalogues over his career, allowing scholars access in one place to works that would otherwise 

be difficult to track down. The essays of the first volume, »Im Zeichen der Gewalt«1 dealt primarily with 

violence and threats to peace, while this volume, which includes nineteen essays originally published 

between 1999 and 2006, focuses (as its title suggests) on efforts to prevent war and make peace.

Thus this volume manages to be unique in form and content, a fitting tribute to the author, who has 

consistently advocated new approaches to the study of contemporary history and international relations. 

Even as the essays cover a wide range of specific topics, which can make a brief review difficult, that 

basic appeal for creative approaches emerges consistently. As Dülffer concludes his discussion of the 

present state of »European Zeitgeschichte«: »Neu und zukunftsträchtig erscheinen zudem die Versuche 

[…] vergleichend an die europäische Zeitgeschichte heranzugehen […] [sie] sollte ferner eingebunden 

sein in die Außenwahrnehmungen wie in die Außenbeziehungen […]. Analytisch ergiebig und dem 

1 Jost Dülffer, Im Zeichen der Gewalt. Frieden und Krieg im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert, Cologne, Weimar, Vienna 2003.
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Gegenstand angemessen wären Forschungsperspektiven, die gegenläufige Bewegungen, dialektische 

Widersprüche und vielfache Interaktionen erfassen, die ein Europa des Nebeneinanders und des 

Pluralismus, von freiwilligen oder erzwungenen Einheitsbestrebungen und ihren Gegenkräften in den Blick 

bringen« (p. 52–53).

Dülffer lives up to that impulse in the efforts included here. As befitting his earlier research, there are 

essays here on the Hague Peace Conferences, and on the Anglo-American Arbitration Treaty of 1897, as 

example of early attempts to modernize international peacemaking at the turn of the century. He also 

analyzes the Versailles Treaty, both within the context of previous peace agreements of the 19 th and early 

20th Centuries and its consequences for the European state system of the interwar years. In addition, 

Dülffer discusses the problem of peacemaking after the Second World War, noting both the systemic and 

the immediate political reasons why a formal agreement was not reached before 1991. He concludes one 

of those discussions with an appreciation of the paradox that although the Cold War, with its imposed 

international stability, may have hindered the emergence of a formal peace agreement, »durch ihn wurden 

aber auch Voraussetzungen dafür geschaffen, dass auch ohne Friedensschluss in längerer Sicht eine 

Entwicklung von der Kriegs- zur Friedenskultur wenigstens tendenziell befördert wurde« (p. 219). That 

awareness of the transformation of European international relations in the second half of the twentieth 

century is further reinforced by his brief essay on the »Selbstentmachtung Europas in zwei Weltkriegen«, 

(p. 189–195), which sketches the broad developments that contributed to Europe’s fall from the central 

actor in world affairs and the need for Europeans to develop new attitudes toward force and diplomacy 

which have shaped European actions since 1945.

As strong as those essays on diplomatic topics are, one of the special values of this collection is the 

inclusion of several essays on the human side of warfare and the memory of conflict. That comes through 

especially clearly in two essays on the experiences of German soldiers and civilians in the last two years 

of the Second World War. This volume also includes an important essay Dülffer composed for the 

Hamburg »Verbrechen der Wehrmacht« exhibition. That essay, as well as a fascinating discussion of the 

American images of the war, with a focus on the famous flag-raising on Iwo Jima, both offer significant 

insights onto the long-term social impact of war. Dülffer’s analysis relates the problem of memory to the 

larger issue of how nations choose to think about the experience of war, and about the problematic 

combination of self-deception and wish fulfillment that any such remembrance brings. The final essay, on 

the impact of the anti-Vietnam War movement in the Federal Republic, which Dülffer dubs »ein 

Meilenstein auf dem Weg zur einer gestärkten demokratischen Gesellschaft« (p. 331), deals with these 

themes in a unique way. Although Dülffer does not offer uncritical endorsement of every aspect of the 

West German antiwar movement, his assessment of its historical importance reinforces his argument that 

the experience of a controversial war influences not only the immediate participants, but observers as 

well, and how the mobilization of opposition can promote social change on the home front. 

The linkage between war and society remains of fundamental importance. Scholars such as Jost Dülffer 
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have much to teach us about how if at all that linkage has changed over time. Thanks to this collection, 

students and colleagues can more easily access Dülffer’s scholarship, to learn more about the topics he 

discusses and to be inspired to pursue the topics further in the future.
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